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APPLICATIONS OF HIGH EFFICIENC Y BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL 
By 

August Raspet 
Aerophysics Department 
Mississippi State College 

Introduction 

The   purpose   of  this   paper   is to illustrate   applications   uf the 

boundary layer control method which offer an ultimate in minimum 

power   requirement and   maximum aerodynamic   effect,   be   that lift 

augmentation or drag reduction.    The entire process can be analyti- 

cally determined using   Prandtls  form of the Karman boundary layer 
1 

momentum  equation: 

where t     is the shear  stress at the wall. 

is the velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer, 

is the local suction velocity, 

' . ' is the velocity gradient in the  flow direction, 

is the displacement thickness, 

is the momentum thickness, 

is  the   gradient   of momentum   thickness in  the   flow 

direction, .. 

is the fluid density, .^^ , its viscosity and / -^T 

is its kinematic viscosity. 
The process of distributing suction by the momentum conser- 

vation process should not hi- confused with distributing suction by 

variable porosity with an effort to take care of the pressure vari- 

ation over the surface. Such empirical techniques cannot meet the 

momentum demands of the boundarv layer and. for this reason, 

either require excessive flows or do not delay the separationas far 

as rationally distributed suction by the   momentum equation would. 
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By means of sue Uon distri but ed according to the above relation , 

separation   of the   turbulent   boundary   layer is   prevented   up to   the 

angle of attack for winch the  suction was computed.     This  being the 

case,  the lift coefficient can be computed directly from the potential 

distribution which corresponds to that angle ol attack. 

It can therefore be seen that this method is entirely analytic, 

yielding the suction distribution along the chord, the power require- 

ments for the suction, and the resultant lift coefficient. For maxi- 

mum economy of suction power, however, the distributed suction 

method requires that the suction be initiated close to the leading 

edge of the wing. It also requires a porosity of the skin which is 

controlled in function of chordwise position. 

At very high angles of attack, however, the flow around a curved 

surface - viz the leading edge - presents a problem which has been 

termed laminar separation. More aptly this should be called lead- 

ing edge separation. A principle of containment of leading edge 

separation has been found effective in reducing the losses in the 

boundary layer due to this effect. 

Since the design method for distributed suction boundary layer 

control has already been published. this paper will be devoted to 

the latest research in distributed suction boundary layer control and 

its applications. 

Distributed Suction Boundary Layer Control on a Slotted fjajj u_LEfi 

Distributed suction for high lift has been studied on an unflapped 

airfoil on a 1500 pound sailplane attaining a trimmed maximum lift 

coefficient of 2. 3 for an air horsepower of 0. 8. The technique has 

also been studied on a wing with a camber changing flap on a Piper 

Super Cub, ArmyL-21. Here, a power-off. boundary layer con- 

trol-on, trimmed maximum lift coefficient of 3.0 was attained from 

7.0  brake-horsepower   which provided the   suction and also   cooled 

the engine, 
In order to investigate the possibility of distributed suction m 

connection   with   a   slotted   flap  an   experimental   arrangement   was 
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made on a Cessna,  Army L.-19.    Suction was distributed  along the 

forward portion of the airfoil.    No suction was applied to the flap, 

since it was  thought that the  flow through the   slot  would provide 

sufficient  energy for  controlling the  boundary layer on the  flap. 

When the airplane was flown,  the power-on lift coefficient was 

found to be considerably increased from 2. 8 to 4. 9 with full power 

and full flap with 3 horsepower providing the suction.   For the power- 

off condition,  however, there  was not sufficient  elevator  power to 

stall    the  plane.    An exploration of the total head pressure atthe 

elevator,  Figure 1,   showedthat a separated, low energy wake from 

the wing immersed the horizontal tail. 

Tuft studies of the wing  and flap,   Figure 2,  revealed that the 

cause of the wake was the separated flow over the flap.    However, 

by a slight modification ofthe flapgap, to make a convergent nczzle, 

the flow appeared to be attached to the airfoil, also shown in Figure 2. 

Yet the elevator still failed to develop sufficient moment to stall the 

wing. 

When a tuft grid perpendicular to the flap was erected and the 

flow examined, Figure 3, the cause for the wake on the tail was 

revealed. In both cases, divergent and convergent slot gaps, the 

flow separated in a sandwich. The flow through the slot is shown 

to be a thin blanket capable of blowing the tufts, but entirely inade- 

quate in momentum content to effect a full attachment of the outer 

How. 

The result of fürt er examination of the complicated flows 

through the two slotted flap configurations is shown in Figures 4 

and 5. The velocity profiles shown near the slot are revealing in 

that the velocities in the outer flow are much greater than those 

through the slot. 

The conclusion to whichthis research leads is that since there 

is so muchmore energy on the outer flowthan in that coming through 

the slot, distributed auction should be ütiiiised tö bring Ihig high 

energy into the bound?ry layer. This impliei. simply a camber 

changing flap such as was used on the L-21. 
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Position on the Airfoil of Initiation of Boundary Layer Control Ver<u« 

Efficiency 

Since there appears to be some uncertainty regarding  various 

lift  augmentation  systems,  it may be  instructive to look  into the 

effect of initiating suction farther back on the airfoil.    This may be 

necessary because of certain design compromises.    Figure 6 shows 

the additional lift due to boundary layer control,   in pounds perhorse- 

power of suction energy, versus the position along the chord where 

distributed  suction was   started.    In the  momentum  equation  this 

means that more suction power is required because the momentum 

thickness has built up to a sizeable value ahead of the suction area. 

More power is required to bring into the boundary layer the energy 

needed to retain an attached flow.    This illustration clearly  shows 

the benefits of initiating suction early.    It should be mentioned that 

in each of the cases the optimum suction distribution  was analyti- 

cally determined and the results experimentally measured.    More- 

over,  it will be seen from this illustration that even for the suction 

far forward there is a fall off in trend.    This  may be due to the in- 

fluence of the leading edge separation. 

If we define an efficiency of lifting attained by various high lift 

methods as , 

\ Hp^y s / VCL MA/ 

we can display the results of various systems of lift augmentation. 

Figure 7. By this definition the effect of wing loading can be elim- 

inated. There can be no doubt about the high efficiency of distri- 

buted suction boundary layer control. 

There are  still those   who feel,  however,   that although suction 

requires less power, it yields smaller lift coefficients than blowing. 

Flight measurements Df blowing have yet to reach even the timplfi 

unfiapped suction airfoil maximum  lift coefficient of 2. 3.     Perhaps, 
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foi   some   reason,  tunnel  measurements  of blowing on   small   scale 

models yielded an over optimistic result. 

A comparison of various flight-measured lift augmentation sys- 

tems is shown, in Figure 8.    In this  logarithmic plot one  can easily 

see  the  trend in power   requirements for  the various   systems.   In 

some cases data previously published cam be used to predict the per- 

formance of an experimental system when installed on a heavier air- 

plane (e. g.    YC-134 versus the Gottingen AF-2 all suction system. ) 

Landing Problems of High Lift Airplanes 

Although lift coefficients on boundary layer control airplanes 

have still not reached the optimistic values extrapolated from two- 

dimensional tunnel data, they have reached values such that special 

techniques for landing must be studied. Figure 9 shows various 

techniques which tend to shorte i the total landing distance over a 

50 foot obstacle. An effective boundary layer control system should 

offer another parameter which can be used to advantage m shorten- 

ing the landing distance. 

Figures 10 and 11 show that the total landing distance over a 50 

foot obstacle decreases with increasing lift coefficient. This is to 

be expected from a consideration of the total energy which must be 

dissipated during the landing.   Figure 12 shows, however, that such 

is not the case for the L-19 with and without boundary layer control 
4    4a (Cessna 319A using Arado System). This data clearly    shows 

that influences other than that of lift coefficient enter into the short 

field landing with this airplane. In particular , this airplane suffered 

from a sharp leading edge stall. As a result, the pilot could not 

safely fly it close to maximum lift coefficient at which the induced 

drag would have been high enough to steepen the approach. 

How much of the available lift coefficient a pilot dares to use on 

landing is a matter of both pilot skill and instrumentation. In order 

to provide the pilot with information which progrpssively warua him 

of the reserve lift, we have developed a reserve lift indicator, Fig- 

ure 13. By continuously measuring the thickness of the boundary 

layer, this instrument is able to warn the pilot when he is approach- 
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ing the stall. As the layer thickens the warning noise becomes louder 

and louder reaching an uncomfortable leveljust at the stall. Appro- 

aches can  be made  at 80 per cent of C, .    For a  skilled short r Li max 
field pilot,  an adjustment may be  made to give the first warning at 

90 per cent of CT r L max 

In Figure  14 is   shown the calibration for this instrument when 

installed on an Array L-17B Navion.    With this  instrument,   short 

field approaches   can  safely be  made at  an approach  speed of 57 

miles per hour instead of the usual 75 miles per hour. 

This instrument should prove very useful when making appro- 

aches on the back side of the power polar which will be necessary 

with boundary layer control airplanes. 

High Lift Applications 

It may be of interest to manufacturers  of assault airplanes to 

look at Figure 8 in order to determine  the suction power  required 

to increase the power-off maximum lift coefficient from a value of 

2.0 to 4.0 for an airplane of the size of the C- 123 at a gros. i weight 

of 55,000 pounds.     Using the distributed  suction system  we obtain 

an efficiency of 1, 000.   With a wing loading of 40 pounds per square 

foot,  the lift  per  horsepower is 150.    Since  the  additional lift re- 

quired to double the lift coefficient is 27, 500 pounds, we find that a 

suction power of 183 horsepower is needed.    For the Arado System 

the suction power required  would be at least twice  as much as the 

distributed  suction  value,   provided leading  edge   separation does 

not become a  limiting factor  as happens on the   Cessna 319A.    As 

a matter  of fact,  the  Air   Force   C-123,  equipped with the  Arado 

System, used two Aspin turbofan engines with a total of 900 horse- 

power. 

It should be noticed in Figure 15 that, for the suggested C-123 

boundary layer control system, the suction fan in each wing is sup- 

plied power (through a hydraulic driving pump) by the engine in tho 

opposite wing. In the event of a single engine failure the minimum 

single engine control speed will therefore be much lower than with 

an uncrossed system. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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For many multi-engine airplanes, especially the higher powered 

military planes,  the asymmetrical power failure becomes a serious 

problem in short field landing and take-off.    An obvious solution is 

inter-connection of power plants.    Another which tends to alleviate 

the   situation  consists  of oppositely rotating  propellers.      On the 

Beech,   Army L-23,   the   single engine  minimum  control  speed is 

85 miles  per   hear with left engine  out and 73 miles   per hour with 

the right engine out.    However,  the stall speed - flaps down, power- 

on - is 54 miles per hour. 

Since high lift will reduce the stall speed without improving the 

single engine minimum control speed, it is necessary to give some 

consideration to such schemes as the cross-over system mentioned 

for the C-123 as well as to means for improving directional control 

at low speeds. In Figure 16 is shown an approach wherein distri- 

buted suction is applied to the vertical tail surfaces. For the case 

of no yaw, the vertical tail with rudder deflected 25 degrees yields 

a maximum lateral force coefficient (corresponding to C, for a wing) 

of 0. 66. Yet with distributed suction the lateral force coefficient 

can be raised to 2. 18 with an expenditure of suction power of only 

1. 1 horsepower on each aide of the vertical tail surface. 

It should be mentioned that this example of distributed suction 

boundary layer control is a clear-cut demonstration of the beauty of 

the distributed suction momentum conservation method.   First,  the 

pressure distribution  around the  deflected rudder-fin  combination 
5 

is computed by Moriya's method. Next, from the velocity gradi- 

ents and the momentum equation, the suctioninflow velocity is com- 

puted. Then from this velocity and selected hole sizes, the distri- 

bution of perforations is determined. The internal pressure is 

selected so that excessive pressure drops through the surface are 

not encountered. When such a suction surface is built, separation 

binng prevented, the nrigimit pri»«siire distribution will be retained 

and the resultant force coefficient realized. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Ducted Propeller 

An earlier work"  has already manifested the need for highstatic 

thrust and high  propulsive  efficiencies  at low speeds  for high lift 

airplanes.     Classical  solutions  to this  problem  consist  either  of 

large diameter,   slow rotating propellers,   as effected on the Helio- 

plane and Fieseier  Storch,  or of high power turboprop engines as 

are presently being used on STOL andVTOL airplanes.    V/here fuel 

economy is an important consideration, however, power extravagance 

is not permissible.     The weight of large  diameter   propellers, to- 

gether with the  heavy landing gear  necessitated thereby,   and the 

torque  which  such propellers  produce are   sufficient reasons  for 

studying tht more attractive small diameter ducted propeller.    Pro- 

peller tip noise  reduction also  results from the use  of the ducted 
11       6 propeller. 

Since the duct presents quite a lateral area, it is not well suited 

to tractor propellers. For this reason, and because slip stream 

turbulence is eliminated over the nose, the pusher ducted propeller 

has been the subject of study at the writer's institute. Figure 17 

shows a duct of 5. 5 feet internal diameter mounted on an AG-14 

pusher of 90 horsepower. 

The results of static thrust measurements and distribution of 

total head rise behind the propeller for the non-ducted propeller and 

the ducted propeller are shown in Figure 18. In spite of the large 

increase of static thrust, the ducted propeller on this airplane, 

nevertheless, has not reached expected performance. Further work 

on the design of the propeller-duct combination is needed in order to 

realize the full potential of the ducted propeller. 

In Figure 19 are shown tie results of the available ducted pro- 

peller static thrust measurements  so far  made.    Two outstanding 
7 8 

and well-known tests  are those of Kruger    and  Platt.      These and 

fhf theoretiral rnrvea should provide us with a goal in our efforts 

toward efficient application anc full understanding of the ducted pro- 

peller.    It will be   seen that the ducted propeller on the  AG-14 is 
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really performing no better than many open propeller tractors.   This 
being the case  we have need for additional research to determine the 

causes for not attaining better static thrust.   One cause has already 

been found - the separation of the flow around the leading edge of the 

duct.   By means of distributed suction on this duct the static thrust 
was increased by 60 pounds.   This was done with an energy expendi- 

ture of 5  horsepower.     When the flow around the leading  edge is 

attached,  however  the  inflow velocity into the outer edges of the 

propeller is so high that the angle of attack on these portions of the 

blade is diminished to a value such that little work is being done in 

accelerating the flowover the duct.   This experiment clearly shows 

that the blade tip must be twisted to high blade angles so that high 

velocities are obtained around the duct's leading edge.    It is these 

velocities which result in duct thruotand also in leading edge sepa- 

ration which must be alleviated by suction. 
Examining Figure 19 again we see that Propeller Number 3 in 

a small 12 inch duct powered by a 2. 5 horsepower motor is approach- 

ing the theoretical shrouded propeller curve. This small ducted 

propeller has no boundary layer control, merely a generous lead- 

ing edge radius and five blades aimed at accelerating the flow around 

the duct's leading edge. The test arrangement for this small ducted 

propeller is shown in Figure 20. 

Refinements in the design of a ducted propeller can be effected 

by  plotting  the  shroud thrust  coefficient versus  the total thrust, 

Figure  21.     The   shroud thrust  is  easily  obtaired from  an inte- 

gration of the pressure distribution around the fihroud and the pro- 

peller thrust  from the total head rise  through the  propeller.     For 

the  12 inch ducted propeller,  the following data was obtained: 

Shroud thrust 2.4 lbs. 

Propeller thrust 

Total 

Measured total 

Shroud thrust 
Total thrust 

2. 3 lbs. 

4. 7 lbs. 

5.0 Lbs. 

48% 
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These  data  show that the sum of the shroud thrust and  propeller 

thrust accounts for all but 6 per cent of the thrust.    Efforts will be 

made to account for thi.g deficit. 

Figure 21 shows  that at peak thrust the shroud provides about 

65 per cent of the thrust  of the  combination.     When the  propeller 

stalls,  this ratio rises but the total thrust falls. 

Our work on ducted propellers points the way for additional 

research efforts. Presently, an aluminum propeller is being carved 

which will be twisted in such a way as to load the propeller tips effi- 

ciently. A higher suction pressure willinsure separation-free flow 

around the duct's leading edge. Additional research, to determine 

the influence of the wake of the fuselage, is now under way, using 

boundary layer control on the blunt after-body. 

Diffuser Boundary Layer Control 

In aerodynamics there are  many cases   requiring a transfor- 

mation of velocity energy to pressure  energy.     Unfortunately,   be- 

cause of viscous effects, this transformation means that diffusionis 

not as effectively accomplished as in electricity where a transformer 

doss the job.    W^ere space is limited,  a short  wide angle diffuser 

is used.     Ir general,  any angle beyond 7 degrees,  included,   results 

in a poor  pressure  recovery efficiency.    Since  distributed suction 

boundary layer control over an airfoil offers a n^eans of accomplish- 

ing the   same  result,  an experimental  diffuser of 30 degreer    . nd 

4:1 area ratio was built with a double wall on the conical   surface 

in order to exhaust the air off the inner wall. 

By means of suction amounting to 3 per cent of the main flow, 

the energy efficiency was raised from 50 to 96 per cent. The tur- 

bulence in the flow was also reduced since no free vortices formed 

on the wall. Figure 22 shows the turbulence by means of a time 

exposure of a series of balsa vanes free to oöcillate on a wire. The 

breadth of the oscillation pattern is an indication of the turbulence. 

The photo with boundary lay^r < .mtrol on shows how smooth th«» How 
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is when compared to flow with boundary layer control off,    A com- 

parison of the velocity profile« at the diffuser exit is shown in Fig- 
9 

ure 23. 

An miderstanding of the diffuser process will lead to better in- 

ternal ducting on boundary layer control systems,  to higher circu- 

lation around ducts of ducted propellers,  to improved efficiency of 

axial compressor  combustion chambers,  and to solutions to other 

problem.« of this nature.    This same diffuser  problem,  though in- 

verted,  exists oü blunt fuselage after-bodies and on blimps. 

Propeller Boundary Layer Control 

The  certainty with which distributed suction   boundary layer 

control has  permitted us to attack various  flow problems  finally 

enticed us into studying boundary layer control on open propellers. 

A clue to this problem appeared to be a possible  reduction in the 

e/fect of the tip vortex on the static thrust.   It was found, however, 

that the very strong radial flow« toward the tip resulted in a three- 

dimensional boundary layer.    Suction of «mall quantities had little 

or no effect on this three-dimensional boundary layer.    The power 

added for suction gave a thrust increase which was just about equal- 

led by the same power added to the propeller shaft.   In other words, 

no power profit was obtained. 

Figure 24 uhows microflash tuft photos of a revolving hollow 

propeller blade with different areas of perforated suction. It is 

evident from Figure 24B that the radial flow is somewhat reduced by 

suction. There is, as pointed out above, noover-all power profit, 

but instead, a possible weight increase, and certainly, an increa«e 

in complication. 
Thi« propeller boundary layer control research teaches us that 

we will do not understand how to control the three-dimensional 

boundary layer.    This type  of flow occurs on propeller    blades, 

swept wings and bodies of revolutioh.     It rnsrits s^rrss fundüTueiilal 

work. 
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Directional Stability on Taillegs Aircraft 

On taillsss  aircraft,  directional  atability ha«  been marginal 

because the moment arm of the vertical tail has been of necessity 
kept  small.     Canted tip fins have been used,  but these introduce 

so much drag that the advantages of the tailless  configuration are 

lost.   Obviously a tailless aircraft having a configuration similar to 
a bird - i. e.   no vertical tail surfaces - is most desirable from the 

aspect of keeping drag to a minimum. 
It would be possible to use a yaw detector connected to a servo 

valve controlling the boundary layer control suction air in the wings 

in an asymmetrical manner.    The behavior  of such a  scheme  has 

been demonstrated on our high lift boundary layer control sailplane 
by turning off the suction pumps on one wing  and keeping them in 

operation on the other.   Strong rolling and favorable yawing result. 

For dependability, however, it is desirable to have an inherent 

stability dependent only on the geometry of the aircraft.    For  this 

reason,   an investigation was  made  of the nature of the  boundary 

layer on the Hoerner tips of a Plank Sailplane.    Tuft observations 

showed that  yawing involved a separation of the tufts which tended 

to increase the drag on the  retreating wing.    Such a craft would be 

directionally unstable. 
By designing the Hoerner tip with positive rake it was possible 

to reverse the tendency to separate, thereby attaining poaitive dir- 

ectional stability, Figure 25. In fact, the stability increased with 

lift coefficient, which is a desirable feature for landing and take off. 

This example while not one of suction boundary layer control is 

a good illustration of the facility of boundary layer technology in 

handling stability problems resulting from boundary layer misbe- 

havior. 

Conclusions 

In the fast developing field of boundary layer control there ha» 

been a lot of wishful thinking - a seeking,  if you please,  of sot.ie bit 
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of magic by which to take ua beyond the present art in aerodynamics. 

That bit of magic, it cannot be gainsaid, has nevertheless been ours 

for  a  generation;  for it  was  about   1925 that  Prandtl      placed the 

suction term into von Karman's well-known boundary layer momen- 

tum equation. 
There are still those, however, who would use a less funda- 

mental way than that offered by Prandtl. They seek a way of over- 
coming what are felt to be faults in the distributed suction system. 

If we are to have the high efficiency of the distributed suction pro- 

cess, we must also make the holes. The drilling process can be 

automatized by clever tool engineers. True, these holes will ice 

over in a freezing rain but replacing the suction flow with heated 

outflow offers the possibility of an excellent dc-ieing system. If 

design problems must be solved in order to provide space for duct- 

ing, their solutions surely are within the scope of our engineering 

abilities. 
The author hopes the various applications of high efficiency dis- 

tributed boundary layer control will inspire engineers to begin using 

this tool,  the new parameter in aerodynamics. 
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1. Wake of L-19 Wing At CL = 1. 87 

2. Flow Over Airfoil 

3. Tuft Photos Showing Spatial Flow Over L- 19 Airfoil, Idle Power, 

Full Flap 

4. Boundary Layers On Slotted Flap,   Converging Slot 

5. Boundary Layer On Slotted Flap,  Diverging Slot 

6. Pounds Of Lift Developed Per Horsepower As A Function Of 

Initial Position Of Distributed Suction 

7. System Effectiveness Versus Initial Position Of Control 

8. Effectiveness Nomograph For Boundary Layer Control Systems 

9. Landing Techniques For STOL Airplanes 

10. L-23A Total Energy Vs Landing Distance 

11. C-123B Total Energy Vs Landing Distance 

12. Cessna Model 319A C.  Vs Total Distance 

13. Lift Reserve Indicator 

14. Lift   Reserve   Reserve  Indicator   Calibrated On Army   L-17B 

Navion 

15. Proposed Boundary Layer Control System For C-123 

16. Improvement   Of   Single   Engine   Minimum  Controlled   Speed 

17. AC-14 With Duct 

18. Stick Models 1 and 2 With Static Thrust 

19. Variation Of Static Thrust With Disc Loading For Shrouded and 

Unshrouded Propellers 

20. 12" Ducted Prop Setup 

21a. Shroud Thrust Vs Total Thrust 

21b. Ducted Propeller Thrust,  AG-14 Constant Pitch 

22. Turbulence In Diffuser BLC On And Off 

23. Velocity Profile At Diffuser 

24. Microflash Tuft Pictures Showing Influence Of Suction On Radial 

Flow In EcraxidarY Layer 

25. EPB-1 "Plank" With Positively Raked Tips 
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